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ABSTRACT 

We consider a softly-broken supersymmetry model in which explicit flavour 

mixing occurs in the supersymmetric sector. Attention has been restricted to 

the leptonic sector, and a model-independent approach has been adopted. For 

the reaction e’e- -+ 2” + r+p- at Z” energies, it is found that, for reasonable 

parameters, 
oe+e-+,+p- 
oe+e-+p+p- 

is 0 (lo-' - lo-"). 
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Thus far violation of lepton family number conservation has not been ob- 

served. Despite this, in many extensions of the standard model we find that 

lepton number is broken to some extent.’ This can occur through massive neu- 

trino oscillations, 2 exotic family-blind particles,3 or violation of lepton number 

itself. 4 

In this paper we focus on the supersymmetric “standard” model with soft 

supersymmetry-breaking terms. 5 The supersymmetric partners of the leptons 

(i.e. sleptons) are given explicit, arbitrary, mass terms in the Lagrangian and 

allowed to mix with arbitrary angles. The resultant calculations are model- 

independent, and parameters predicted by specific models may be readily in- 

serted. A more detailed description of the model will be published in a subsequent 

paper6 along with further results. 

The Lagrangian for leptons assumed here is 

l = LSGWS + LBreak 

where lSGWS is the standard supersymmetric electroweak Lagrangian with two 

Higgs doublets and t&e& contains the explicit soft supersymmetry-breaking 

terms. The superfield content is given in Table 1. 

Note that in a supersymmetric theory, a minimum7 of two Higgs doublets 

must be used to provide masses for the u and d quarks. The reason for this 

is that the conjugate of the Higgs supermultiplets cannot be employed in the 

superpotential. 



The most general soft supersymmetry-breaking terms which can be added 

9 are 

where i and j run over six sleptons (~“L,R, bL,R and FL,R) and three sneutrinos 

(ii,,,,,). We use notation based upon that of Haber and Kane. lo Here ~1 = (HI’) 

and ~2 = (Hz’) are the vacuum expectation values of the two scalar Higgs fields. 

It is convenient to define the angle 8, by tan@, E 3. In addition there are also 
v2 

terms which are the supersymmetric analogues of the W’HfHi and W*HzH$’ 

vertices: 

ig [vlti+li;,, + v&i’-4j!4 + h.c. -- 
fi 

Typically the terms involving M, M’, /.A and 8, will induce mixing among the 

charged Higgsinos and gauge fermions (gauginos) in conjunction with similar 

mixing between the neutral states. In the minimal model with two Higgs doublets 

we will have two charged states, the “charginos”, j&+, and four neutral states, the 

“neutralinos”, 2:. (If a Higgs singlet is included then the number of neutralinos 

becomes five.) 

In general the left and right sleptons will mix together. This leads to a 

number of effects including enhancement of anomalous magnetic moments. It is 

only global lepton family number conservation which would seem to prevent E, 
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fi and ? from mixing. If we permit this mixing to occur then we expect to find 

small effects in the non-supersymmetric sector such as radiative muon decay. 

These could, of course, be in addition to other non-standard effects, such as 

those alluded to earlier. In general, then, we have mixing between six charged 

slepton states (involving 15 real angles and 10 complex phases) and three neutral 

sneutrino states (assuming no fiR in the theory). 

In order to reduce the burgeoning number of parameters somewhat we will 

consider the case where only the two ‘heaviest’ generations mix significantly with 

little left-right mixing. Thus the only mixings are between: 

fin and ?L with angle 0~ 

FR and ?R with angle OR 

fiP and fir with angle 8, 

(2) 

So that 

.lL1 = j.iLcoseL + ?LsineL 

.&, = -fiLsin 0L + fL c0s eL etc. 

with eL,R,, CL,& and fir,2 the physical mass eigenstates. 

We consider the reaction e+e- -+ r+j~- at a centre of mass energy equal to 

the Z” mass. We may therefore ignore all channels except those which involve 

a real, on-shell, Z” and restrict our attention to Z” -+ r+p-. The contributing 

diagrams are illustrated in Fig. 1. The resultant matrix element is given by 



6” - @(pl')~~7*7hVu7(P2 ') L,R - 

(3) 

7* = i(lf75) (34 

Kv 
ML=.~ . sin 8, sin 28, 

KL 
4 

c( - 2 sin2 8, sin 28, i=l 
[tan &NH il + NH i2 I2 ~0s %&'(TL"~, RF) 

-2k(tanB,N$i, + Nsi2)(tan&,NHjl + NHj2) 
j=l 

P-- 
sg. 0," 1; Afpj (TL'~> S;, R:) 

- R;O;;; A~~z~-z~l(T~o~, S;, R;) 

+ 0;;; Ae(Thoi, S;, RF) 
I) 

w 

MR= . 2  2Ky 

4 

c( sin e,sln2e, i=l 
)tan8,N~il12 . 2sin2 &,,A~(TRo~, Ry) 

+2&t, &NH &an ewN~jl) 
j=l 

K 
sg 0;;; Ajpl(T~‘i, Sg, R” i> 

_ R?OR’.‘. a If v Al I~a-ZgI(T~oi&&) 

+ 0::; A&?(TR’~, Sg, Rf )I) (34 
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Kv 7 & e3 sin 8, cos ev 

KLZ i -e3 sin eL cos eL 
167r’ (34 

KR=& e3 Sin eR COS eR 

OH,!; and NHij arise from neutralino mixing at the vertices while O’ij and Vij 

arise from chargino mixing at the vertices. These are given in the appendix along 

with expressions for the mass eigenvalues. The ratios T, R and S and the various 

I and G functions are tabulated in Table 2. 

We have assumed that the leptonic masses (mP, m7, mvP and m,,) are small 

compared with at least one of the supersymmetric particles in a subprocess, or 

with q2 (which is Mz2 in this case). Terms proportional to the lepton masses, 

which arise, for instance, from the Higgsino component of a vertex (chargino or 

neutralino) have thus been ignored. If a heavy fourth generation of leptons were 

involved this would not be the case. 

The expression in (3) is quite complicated in general and rich in structure. 

The functions can be evaluated explicitly in terms of Dilogarithmic (I&) Func- 

tions, but this proves to be unilluminating. Some general properties should be 

noted. The functions AG, AI 1~1 and AliN) are, for the ‘N’ used, finite analytic 

functions of their arguments (which are ratios of masses squared) which go to 

zero as any of these masses tends to infinity. AG(T, R) and AG(T, S, R) are 

analytic but diverge logarithmically as T + 00, and hence as mp or ml + 00. 

(See definitions of Table 2.) In both the neutralino and chargino sectors these 

terms always cancel among themselves in these limits. Thus the matrix element 
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remains finite for any value of the twelve superparticle masses which are involved. 

As the mass of any particle becomes large, the contributions from subprocesses 

involving that particle vanish, in agreement with the Carazzone-Appelquist de- 

coupling theorem. The matrix element also is finite for any momentum of the 

Z” , which is on shell in this case. 

The largest cross-sections occur when the mass-splitting between iL,R,(tr) 

and iL,R, (&) is large. In many models l1 we may restrict ourselves to the case 

where the relative mass-splitting is small, i.e. 

where 

In this limit we can write 

AF(Ti+, S;, RT) = &F’(Ti+, S;, Ri+) 

(4 

(54 

AF E F(il) - F(i2) A biF’(il) (64 

F’(T, S, R) c TaF(2;, R, = aF;;; R) 

In this case we may replace each AI and AG term in (3) by 6icI’ and &ifiG’. , , 

(See Ref. 6 for these functional forms). 
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Given the matrix element, M” , in (3) we may derive6 

oe+e-+r+p- [IML12 + hi21 
oe+e-+p+p- = 8rra(cot2 28, + tan2 e,) (7) 

Note that if any of the supersymmetric particles has a mass of less than i Mz 

that real production can occur and that ML and MR are complex. It is the 

modulus which is important in (7). 

In order to get a feeling for the range of “e+e-4’+P- we examine (3) in two 
ce+e-+p+p- 

extreme gaugino limits. The first is the “supersymmetry” limit in which we 

eliminate the gaugino supersymmetry-breaking terms by letting M’, M, p + 0 

and let 211 = 112. Thus the only supersymmetry-breaking terms are the explicit 

slepton mass terms. Then (3) reduces to 

MU W*L 
SUSY = 

sin2 8, sin 28, 
AG(T;t-, R,+) + cos 20,AG(T;t, 0) 

- cos 2&,,A$I (T;t , R;) 

+2 cos2 8, 
[ 
Rl+A~lz,-,,l (T;t, R,+) - AG(T;‘, R:,] } 

-2 KLifWL cot 28, A@TL’,, Ry) + cot2 2t’,A&(TLo2, R,O) 

+~KR~*R tan 8, Ati(T~‘r, Ry) + tan2 ewA@TRoz, R;) 

with 

Arp(z 211 (T, R) = Ai[N(z,~)l CT, S - 1, RI G(T, R) = Ae(T, S 5 1, R) 9 

(8) 

where the physical masses are now 

m.p = (Mw,Mw) mi.o = (O,Mz,Mz,O) b-4 t I 

and the relevant mass ratios are 
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T;' = mg,2 
m- 2 

TL,R 0 - 1 - CQ TL,R 0 - tL,R, 

Mw2 
2 - 

Mz2 

R1+= ' 
4 cos2 8, 

w 
Ry = co R,O = II4 

ge+e-+r+p- 
ue+e-+p+p- 

is plotted in this limit in Fig. 2. Since experiments rule out charged 

supersymmetry partners of mass less than about 24 GeV,12 and in some instances 

much stronger limits have been placed,13 we see that for light slepton masses 

with large mass-splitting that oe+e-+r+p- 

oe+e-+p+p- 
could be as large as 3 x 10m6. The 

significance of this will be..discussed shortly. In order to achieve such a value 

parameters conducive to a large cross-section have been selected. We have allowed 

the sleptons to mix maximally so that 8, = t?L = OR = 2. We have further 

assumed maximal mass-splitting between the two slepton sectors, i.e. mg,,miL 
1 

and miR 
1 

are relatively light but m;,,, rniL and miR are large and decouple. 
a a 

Another extreme limit is the “unmixed” limit in which the Higgsino and 

Gaugino sectors have been disentangled from one another. There are several 

ways of achieving this. Here we consider the limiting case M -+ 00, M’ + 0 and 

~1 -+ 0 (0, arbitrary). The physical mass states become 

Mi+ =(M+oo,O) I Mgp = (M + oo,o,o,o). (9) 

Note that 2: = 6$’ , 2: = i” and thus are purely gaugino whereas gg,4 are 

purely Higgsino. mZR Thus T’L,R~ E fl --+ 00 and Rg E 4,,$ z + 00. The 
2; 2; 

matrix element is given by 

M" KL~*L 
Unmixed = 

~KR~*R 
cos2 ew tan &,A@“Ro2, Ri) - 

2 c~s2 ew 
cot 2BwA@TLo2, R;) 

(10) 
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Note that this result is independent of 8,. The corresponding cross-section 

is plotted in Fig, 3. Again the sleptons are assumed to have maximal mixing 

and mass-splitting. Note, however, that in this limiting case we have a massless 

chargino (a charged Higgsino). Since experimentally the mass limit for new 

charged particles is - 24 GeV, we conclude that this case is merely illustrative. 

The question arises as to whether such a process would be observable at SLC 

or LEP. These machines will operate as Z-factories and so are ideally suited for 

such a search. We see from Fig. 2 that, at best, the cross-section for e+e- -+ 

Z” -+ ~+p- will be - 3 x JOv6 that of e+e- -+ Z” + /.L+P-. Thus we expect 

BR(ZO + 7+/J-) 2 O(10-7) (11) 

where we have used the relevant standard branching ratios 14 

BR(ZO j 57) N BR(ZO --+ pp) N BR(Z” + Ee) = 3% w-4 

We also note that 

The experimental signature for such a decay would be ~1 and r back-to-back with 

the /J having E = q and no missing energy. The principal background will be 

from e+e- + Z” + r+r- followed by r* + ,u*P~, with the ,U having nearly all 

of the r momentum. The r will travel approximately 2.5 mm before decaying in 

this case and, since the r and p are nearly collinear, the kink in the track will 

be unobservable. Clearly the number of ~1, iV(As), produced in the energy range 
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from 9 - As to 9 is of paramount importance. We find that 

N(As) = s - 24g 
M.5 

(13) 

where CII measures the degree of polarization (a = 0 for the unpolarized case; 

c1! = 1 for complete polarization). At SLAC we expect CI: = 1 and thus 

N&As) A $+. From this and (19b) 
z 

we see that we need AC 2 0.1%(q) 

to achieve a background of 10F7 or less which would compare with (11). Thus 

for muons with E = 9 we need y = 0.1%. . 

At the SLC the MARK II detector will have an energy resolution for e’s and 

p’s of -0.3%/GeV without a vertex detector and, perhaps, as low as O.l%/GeV 

with the planned vertex detector. l5 For 9 N 50 GeV this means that 9 -5% 

and from (13) the background will swamp the signal by at least a factor of 

200. It appears unlikely that detector momentum resolutions will be improved 

by the required two orders of magnitude in the near future (there remains the 

formidable problem of increased multiple scatterings as detector mass is added). 

Thus the process e+e- + 2’ + ~+p- will not be experimentally observable at 

the emerging generation of machines. Furthermore, because of (ll), when SLC 

achieves its eventual target luminosity of lo6 Z’/year, the 2’ + r+pL-production 

rate will be at best -0.1 event/year. 

We can do somewhat better if we assume that the principal slepton mixing 

occurs in the e” - fi sector. Under the same conditions described above (maximal 

mixing; large mass-splitting; 2’ on shell) the production rate will be the same 
16 

(off-shell it will b e somewhat larger due to additional box diagrams). The princi- 

pal background will still be due to 2” -+ r+r-with r* + ~*DV and r* + e*gv. 
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The decay 2’ ---) P,U will not be a problem since, at these energies, muons will 

not decay in the detector. Now misidentification of a r+r- pair as a back-to-back 

M p*er requires that both the ,Q and e emerge with energies near -$. Assuming 

complete polarization we find that N( Ap), th e number of back-to-back e-p pairs 

emerging with E = 9, t o within the experimental momentum resolution Ap, is 

given by N(Ap) + 1.4 ($$)4. Thus with $$ - 5% we find N(Ap) ti 9 x 10e6, 

which corresponds to roughly 0.02 misidentified events per year. Consequently, 

under the most propitious circumstances, it may be possible to reduce the back- 

ground to an acceptable level. 
. 

In conclusion, even in the most favourable scenarios, it appears unlikely that 

e+e- -+ r+p- will be observed at SLC within the first few years of operation if 

the sole contribution is from slepton family mixing. The production rate is sim- 

ply insufficient and the background rate overly severe. The decay e+e- --) pL+e- 

is equally rare but the background problems may prove more tractable. The full 

parameter space of the gaugino-higgsino sector has yet to be explored. Since the 

cross-sections predicted in the limiting cases presented come within an order of 

magnitude of being experimentally interesting at the SLC, realistic symmetry- 

breaking parameters might exist -which would increase the cross-section to ob- 

servable levels. In any instance the projected luminosity available at LEP might 

render such searches feasible. 
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APPENDIX 

_. Mixing Matrices and Mass Eigenvalues ‘_ 
.- 

The masses of the charginos (z+) are given in terms of the supersymmetry 

breaking terms of (1) by 

m--t 
x1,2 

=;{M+kM-}r?k M* = d(M f p)2 + 2M&(l F sin2&)2 

with r~+ = 1 and v- = sign[Mp - M& ,&28,] 

From &r + && in (-la,b) 5ve can write the neutralino mass terms in the 

form:17 Lc,,,, = -i (T,!I’O)~Y$~+~.C. where $$ = (-igo, -zI@~,&~,~~~). 

Y is diagonalized by the unitary matrix NH via MD = NhYNA (we can choose 

N& instead of NH because we use ($I’)~ instead of (+“)t.) The mass eigenstates 

then satisfy 2 p = NHij$y (; = 1,2,3,4). The masses mk+ and rni? have been t t 

plotted, for typical parameter values, in Fig. 4. The neutralino vertex matrices 

are given by NH and by lo 

The chargino vertex matrices are given byl’ 

Uij = 

cos qL 

- sin q5- 
sin’w) &j= (“I:fi+ :I:) D>O 
cos qb- 

14 



where 

D=Mp-M$sin28, 

Ah = (M2 - p2) F 2M$ cos 24, 

B+ = 21/zM~ (M cos 8, + ,u sin 0,) 

B- * 2&Mw (M sin 8, + p cos 0,) 

05.’ = ( 
+ sin2 4+ - c0s2 8, !j sin qb+ cos q5+ 

a3 f sin g5+ cos c$+ i co~2 d+ - ~082 8, > 

OR’ = ( 
!j sin2 qL - c0s2 8, f sin q5- cos qL 

%J $ sin 4- cos f$- f ~052 +- - ~02 8, > 

for D > 0 

04.’ = 
( 

f sin2 c$+ - cos2 8, - i/2 sin fj+ cos r$+ 
33 i/2 sin ++. cos f$+ ; cos2 d+ - ~0~2 8, > 

OR’ - ( 
$ sin2 d- - c0s2 8, i/2 sin c$- cos d- 

23 - - $3 sin q5- cos qL + co~2 +- - ~052 8, > 

for D < 0 . 
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Table 1. Fields Appearing in This Paper 

Superfield 

iT 

?’ 

iJi 

iii 

A 
HI 

A 
J32 

Ordinary Matter 

wf,O 

BO 

vi, e;,:- _ 

(et), = (e,)* 

HI’, HI- 

H2+, H2’ 

Superpartners Weak Isospin y 

Gauge Multiplets 

+,o Triplet 0 

3 Singlet 0 

Mutter Multiplets 

fii, tLi Doublet -1 

,&.,* Singlet 2 

&,9 I& Doublet -1 

4& I@& Doublet 1 
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Table 2. Mass Ratios and Integral Functions 

Muss Rut ios 

Integral Functions 

N(z, z” 

0 mz (1 - z)T + f [(l + S)z + (I!- S)Z] + R(,Z2 - z2) 

~(T,s, R) = -3 idz j dEln [(I - 2)~ + + [(I + s)2 + (I - s)d] + R(z2 - 2)] - 3i4 
-2 

G(T, R) = -k j dz j diln [z(l - T) + 1 + R(S2 - z”)] - l/d 
0 -2 

e(T, R) = G(T, R) - G(T, R c 0) 

For any function, F, of T~“+L,R 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. _ Diagrams contributing to 2’ -P T+/J-. 

(a) Chargino Diagrams. 

(b) neutralino Diagrams. 

Fig. 2. Ratio of cross-sections, Uefe--+r+p- 
, in “supersymmetry n limit. 

Qe+e-*p+p- 

(a) Varying all slepton masses equally. [Ignoring ml2 and mpz]. 

(b) Varying rnk while holding all other mass parameters equal 
1 

to the indicahed values. 

Fig. 3. Ratio of cross-sections, oe+e--+r+p- , in the “unmixed” limit. 
ue+e-+p+p- 

Vary rniL = meRl assuming miL 
1 a 

= miRx, = 00. 

Fig. 4. Chargino and neutralino masses for the indicated supersymmetry- 

breaking parameters. 
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(a) r-L-- r+ 

:I,2 -- 

U- -+ I 

v 
Xi xi 

z” 
u- r+ 

(b) p- r+ 

Fig. 1 



I I 
SUSY Limit (a) 

15 - c mzp=m,=O 
my; = M, = 92.9 GeV 
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